MOHAMMED   AND    CHARLEMAGNE
*
The Imperial domains were taken over by the royal fisc, without
any further change.1 The great GaUoRoman or Hispano-Roman
or Italo-Roman estates survived. There were still enormous kti*
fanlia\ there is record of one which numbered 1,200 slaves. The
great landowners retained their villae, their fortresses. As for the
territorial possessions of the Church, already very extensive under
die Roman regime, they were unaffected. It docs not appear that
Arianism brought about any change in the situation.
Even among the Vandals the newcomers merely replaced the
old proprietors of the soil. The Vandals lived in the Roman villa*
as the Romans had done before them.
Albertini has shown that the territorial system, and the prestations
of oil furnished to the treasury, remained unchanged in Africa
during the conquest.2
If there were systematic changes, if communal usages unknown
to the Romans were introduced, this was only in the colonial
territories in the extreme north of the Empire,
Thus, everything remained on the same footing. The retention
of the land taxes, for that matter, shows that there was no pro-
found upheaval.
As for the organization of the great estates, this too was un-
changed. They were entrusted to conductors who farmed them
and collected the revenues from the colonists,
On the other hand, the entire system of Roman tenures survived,
in the form of precarious tenures and benefices* The contemporary
documents contain evidence of perpetual lenses, and the whole
system was identical, or nearly so, with the Roman system.
The great estates were still prosperous, Gregory of Tours8
mentions one Chrodinus who established vilhe, planted vineyards,
erected farm buildings, and organized estates, which he gave to
the bishops.
Gregory the Great, restoring to order the estates of the Roman
Church, re-established the old system in every particular,
1 m mbsnnb, Li fisc royal fa Towrnrf, in melanges ?, iqt, 1925, p, 641.
* See above, p. 48.	* g&scohy or touks, Hist. Prime., VI, ao.
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